
Take a piece of paper and write a sentence about  
a person on their way somewhere exciting.  

Fold the paper over the sentence so you can’t see it.  
Ask someone to write the next line of the story and 

fold the paper again. Do this till you get to the end of 
the piece of paper and see your story unfold.

PLAY PROMPT 01

Folding Story





What are the best things that someone  
has said to you? Think about five nice things  

to say and say them to someone.  
You could even say them to yourself.

Compliment Game

PLAY PROMPT 02





Think about your favourite person  
describe them from the tops of their  

heads to the tips of their toes

What are they like?

PLAY PROMPT 03





Put your index finger of your left hand on the thumb 
of your right hand, and the index finger of your right 

hand on the thumb of your left hand. Well done! 
You’ve made your own small screen! What can you 

see through it? What scenes can you capture?

Camera View

PLAY PROMPT 04





Stick a plain piece of paper onto the wall 
 with some sticky tape. Grab a piece of cloth  
for a blindfold and a pencil. Hold the pencil in  

your mouth while blindfolded and draw something 
on the page. See if someone can guess what you 

drew. Try and avoid drawing on the walls!

Picture Drawing
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PLAY PROMPT 05





Instead of collecting stamps or coins,  
why don’t you start your own special collection?  

Decide on a rule like ‘things that are round’  
or ‘things that look like other things’.  

You can keep your collection in a shoe box  
and decorate it to make it extra special.

Silly Collectables
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PLAY PROMPT 06





Strike a pose and see if someone can copy  
it exactly. Make sure they look at everything, 
your eyebrows, fingers and feet. Now swap, 

can you mirror them in every last detail?

Posers

PLAY PROMPT 07





Pick out seven small stones or marbles.  
When they’re in a pile in front of you, pick one 
marble and throw it up in the air. While it's up 

there, try to pick another one up while catching 
the first marble at the same time. See how many 

marbles you can pick up in one go.

Catch a Marble
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PLAY PROMPT 08





Think of as many challenges as there are  
rooms in your house. Assign one challenge  

to each room and pick a room to start in and  
one to end in. See how quickly you can finish all 
your challenges – you can even make it a race.  

Don’t forget about the bathroom!

Adventure House

PLAY PROMPT 09





Close your eyes and draw a scribble on a blank sheet 
of paper, any shape or size. Open your eyes.  

What does it look like? Can you add to your scribble 
to turn it into an animal? What about a building or 
city? A person? What’s the most interesting thing 

you can make from your scribble?

Scribble Studio

PLAY PROMPT 10





Make up a mystery. Now, work out  
how you’re going to solve it. Can you find clues?  

Do you need to use disguises?  
Make sure no-one is on to you!

Secret Detectives

PLAY PROMPT 11





What’s your favourite story?  
Can you imagine it having a different ending?  

What would happen if there was suddenly  
a new character in the middle of the action?

Plot Twist!

PLAY PROMPT 12





Find a pair of shoes that aren’t yours.  
Try them on – how do they feel?  

What kind of person are you when you wear 
them? Do you have a new voice? Do you walk 

differently? What’s your new name?

New Shoes

PLAY PROMPT 13





Imagine the objects around you have a secret life. 
What would the kettle say if they could talk?  

Would they be friends with the toaster?  
Would they find the fridge annoying?  

Does the couch long to have a chat with the toilet?

Ms Kettle

PLAY PROMPT 14





Search for the smallest and  
largest things you can find.  

Have a competition with your family.

BIG + Small

PLAY PROMPT 15





Find a pencil and a large blank piece of paper.  
Locate a bright sunny window or door, lay the paper 

flat. Search your house for small animals, toys, 
robots or trees. Line them up on the paper and  

draw their fabulous shadows!

Shadow Drawing
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PLAY PROMPT 16




